FaluTér

cultivated by Telekom

insight

“My children use that thing, but
it’s not gonna help me get
employed here in Mákmartalóc.
That’s damn sure!”
Tibor (58)

“Internet?
I’ve seen something
on the pub’s TV.
What is that?”
János (76)

concept
Village folks have no clue what possibilities
the digital world has for them.
However, they have very locally relevant problems
that we, urban people don’t have.
Let’s help their problems while also connecting them to our
digital world - in their own tempo.
How? Via

FaluTér.

Their local digital surface that will introduce
them to 2019.

For many, even neighboring Vámosnihil is
unknown territory… It is time to connect them
regionally. Then, nationwide. Later, globally.

The FaluTér itself
We place digital billboards in village
centers where folks meet.
Not just in Mákmartalóc, but also in its
neighboring, isolated villages.
The billboards will function as digital
messaging boards.
For what? For what they really need locally:
buy-sell, help, work, employment.

how it works
The digital billboards are placed at main squares/parks
where churches and businesses (pubs:)) are.
The billboards has very easy-to-get UI/UX
(huuuge virtual keyboards with enormous letters, á la Szerencsekerék).
Got a broken TV but have 10kg of apples in exchange?
You made good sausages but want to borrow some garden tools?
You need employment?
Who knows who can help a village-or-two away.

The message appears on the BBs
of each village in the region.
If it gets popular, FaluTér billboards will appear in other, isolated regions nationwide.

education on multiple levels
Telekom will educate them consciously. That means,

continuously.

We start with regional messaging boards and extremely easy UI/UX.
We connect them regionally.
That is: we break the 1st barrier between them and the digital world itself.
The surrounding villages are open to them.
After that, we move on to social media education. We enhance the digiboards
with Facebook, Skype, etc. We connect them countrywide, then, globally.
That is: we break the barrier between them and their relatives & family.
The whole country, then, the

whole world are open to them.

urbanism + connected villagism
Village tourism is booming. And handicraft products are huge trends among urbans.
Why don’t you skip Hollókő and fake handmade goods?
We collaborate with Waze and place our FaluTér extension in the app.

Love craft acacia honey?
Drive to Irénke in Mákmartalóc!
The best blood sausages?
Feribá in Lapospuszta is 5kms away.
Pick up your family & go authentic!
Connect with real folks, buy real goods
via FaluTér.

